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Sometimes it is very hard to clean
something that got really dirty. 



So imagine, we'd have a very dirty
soup and we want to clean it.



Sometimes, the yucky stuff swims in
the water. Then, we say it is

"suspended" in the water.



you use a filter to remove the yucky stuff
when it is suspended. The filter is like a door

and everything too tall or too big doesn't
fit through the door.



Sometimes, the yucky 
stuff hides in the water - Like sugar. You can

see it, as long as it is on the spoon but it
disappears when you stir it in the water.

it "dissolves" in the water.



Now we are using a trick. with a superduper
tight filter in between, water that carries low

amounts of salt flows into the water with a
high amount of salt. It only stops flowing once
there is the same concentration of salt on both

sides of the filter.
this is called Osmosis.



We can use osmosis to clean our water.
we need a special superduper tight filter
with our dirty soup on the one and a very

salty water on the other side of it. 
We let the dirty soup and the salt water

flow in opposite directions.



Now, The water in the dirty soup likes the
salt way more than the dirt. It flows over

on the other side of the filter. Since the
salt water Attracts the water in the dirty

soup, we call the salt water The 
"draw solution".

CONCENTRATION

DILUTION



Now, that the water came over to the draw
solution, the dirt is left on the other side of

our special superduper tight filter.
This process is called "forward Osmosis".

DILUTION

CONCENTRATION



without all the water, our dirty soup got
really thick. We're now calling it a

"concentrate".

Beware of
the

Concentrate



When enough water has flown into the
draw solution, the draw solution becomes

less and less salty. 
It is now "diluted".



Now, we can separate salt and water from
the diluted draw solution with little heat or
another special filter. We made clean water

out of a very dirty soup. yay!



forward osmosis requires lesser energy
than other water purification methods

to make clean water out of a very
dirty soup. That's why it is used more

and more often.



Now that we are learning so many cool
ways to recover water, we must not forget

that water for drinking is scarce in most
regions of the world. 

Please use water responsibly and save
water whenever possible.



Mix salt and little water and pour it on a flat
saucer or in a small glass. 
Put the Glass on a plate and put a bowl on top.
Now, place it outside in the sun.

 

after some time in the sun, you will find some water
condensing on the bowl and running down on the

plate. only salt will remain in the glass.

your parents


